Prestige Institute of Management and Research, Indore

Name of the Activity: Online National Workshop on “Relevance of Emerging Real Estate Laws in India”

Real Estate sector has assumed immense prominence in India owing to unparalleled real estate development and construction being witnessed throughout the nation. This field of law covers the aspects of buying, selling and registration of land property. In order to expand the knowledge base, the workshop will help in understanding the meaning of Real Estate along with walking over through various real estate laws in India. Law students must know the basics of Real Estate Laws including the intent of the Deeds and Agreements which are crucial part of a Real Estate Transactions like Sale, Purchase, lease and license, lease etc.
ONLINE WORKSHOP ON
RELEVANCE OF EMERGING REAL ESTATE LAWS IN INDIA

4th July 2020 11 am

Registration details
Fee ₹150/-

Payment Mode
Fees accepted via
UPI: 9826818107@paytm

Resource Person
Ms. Utkarsha Nikam
Associate at Kanga & Co., Mumbai
Co-founder at Indian Real Estate Blawg

Registrations Process:
visit the link below and fill the registration form
https://forms.gle/ziC7t9KJNb9nKwy8/

Student Coordinators
Kshitij Rajpurohit 9691563032
Shreya Patni 8949329339
Shreyanshi Yadav 6265287181
Aashna Kasiliwal 9977023111

Faculty Coordinators
Prof. Arjit Pandey +91 99205 49435
Prof. Avisha Barange +91 88230 05212
ONLINE WORKSHOP ON

RELEVANCE OF EMERGING REAL ESTATE LAWS IN INDIA

4TH JULY, 2020